ABSTRACT Dimensional emotion recognition has attracted more and more researchers' attention from various fields including psychology, cognition, and computer science. In this paper, we propose an emotionembedded visual attention model (EVAM) to learn emotion context information for predicting affective dimension values from video sequences. First, deep CNN is used to generate a high-level representation of the raw face images. Second, a visual attention model based on the gated recurrent unit (GRU) is employed to learn the context information of the feature sequences from face features. Third, the k-means algorithm is adapted to embed previous emotion into attention model to produce more robust time series predictions, which emphasize the influence of previous emotion on current effective prediction. In this paper, all experiments are carried out on database AVEC 2016 and AVEC 2017. The experimental results validate the efficiency of our method, and competitive results are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of emotion calculation [1] , theoretical research significance and practical application value of emotion recognition in the continuous dimensional space have played an important role in human's daily life. In the field of entertainment, human-computer interaction robots need to understand the emotion of human beings more meticulously. In the medical system, the system needs to analyze the emotional changes of the patients in order to master patients' psychological condition in time and provide help. In the vehicle system, it is necessary to detect the driver's mood continuously, judge the driver's emotion state(such as fatigue driving, anger road disease, etc.), and give appropriate warning to the driver.
Traditional emotion recognition methods like discrete theory usually divide emotions into several specific types such as fear, surprise, joy, sadness, anger, disgust and so on. In fact, people usually show subtle and even more complex emotional states which can not be expressed by a few emotional categories precisely. And there is little change in emotional state between the front and back moments. Tawari et al. [2] shows
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that the change of emotional state in daily communication is a continuous process which means the current emotional state is influenced by the emotions of the previous moment. Emotion recognition based on dimensional methods model emotion as continuous variables composed of arousal(the degree of emotional intensity) and valence(a measure of positive and negative level), and formulate emotion recognition as a regression problem. Dimensional emotion recognition is typically much more complicated than category emotion recognition as the emotion labels are continuous values and we need to detect emotion states from time to time. It considers an emotion state as a point in a continuous space and psychological attributes indicated by different dimensions in the emotional space can also simulate complicated and continuous behavior. In common, an emotion state covers two dimensions: arousal (the degree of emotional intensity) and valence (a measure of positive and negative level). Therefore, this paper adopts arousal-valence emotional space to emotions analysis.
Despite many advances have been made in the model of dimensional emotion recognition, accurate and robust model is still a challenging problem. Human's emotional states are varying with changes of facial expression and easily disturbed by noise from environment. Unfocused learning of facial features by sequence model are not able to fully capture the variations continuously changing from one emotion to another. For example, when speaker is smiling at one moment, mouth may have the greatest influence on emotional state. Equivalent learning of all parts of the face will lead to sub-optimal results owing to the interference of irrelevant regions. Besides, human emotion is affected by not only the facial expression of current moment but also the emotion state of previous moment. Therefore, considering both the importance of face features and continuity of emotional context will improve emotion recognition accuracy.
Recently, visual attention model has been successfully applied in structural prediction tasks such as generating captions for images, where attention model usually generates a feature map highlighting image regions relevant to each generated word. It can be considered as a dynamic feature extraction mechanism that combines context vector all the time [3] . Its success is mainly due to the reasonable assumption that human vision does not tend to process a whole image in its entirety at once; on the contrast, one only focuses on selective parts of the whole visual space when and where needed. Besides, instead of encoding an image into a static vector, attention allows the image feature to evolve from the context which results in richer descriptions for the images. It is very similar to dimensional emotion recognition. In order to improve recognition effect, we need to incorporate visual clues from the image [4] , [5] .
In this paper, we tackle the problem of continuous dimensional emotion recognition by learning emotion context dynamically with a two-stage framework. In feature extraction stage, deep CNN has been employed. Classic deep CNN structures such as VGG [6] and ResNet [7] , which were originally developed to solve image classification problems, have now been widely transferred to different kinds of computer vision tasks. In CNN, simple features are learned in the lower layers, and affect-salient, discriminative features are obtained in the higher layers [8] - [10] . More specifically, in order to distinguish the subtle variations among different facial expressions, we adopt feature map produced by the last convolution layer as face features to investigate the relationships between features and emotion labels. Compared to the fullyconnected layers, the last convolution layer contains spatial information [11] . However, if we follow the standard way and flatten convolution layer into a vector, the feature dimension will be very high, which will induce heavy computational cost. Another reason is that the input is the image itself without hand-crafted features, which simplified model complexity. In emotion recognition stage, we employ GRU as basic sequence model of which structure is capable of modeling time series with contextual dependencies and training speed is faster than LSTM. And inspired by attention mechanism introduced in image captioning, we propose to maintain the video information in individual frames and employ attention mechanism based on GRU to allow the model to dynamically attend to the most relevant regions, simulating to the role of visual saliency in human vision. Besides, we encode emotion label into attention model to strengthen temporal context continuity. This paper presents our work based on Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge(AVEC2016 and AVEC2017) [12] - [14] , which is devoted to predicting the continuous values of the emotion dimensions arousal and valence at each moment. And the experimental results show that the proposed model leads to good and robust recognition performance on video modality. The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) We employ deep CNN to generate a high-level representation of the raw face images from video sequence. And then we introduce a visual attention mechanism to allow the time sequence model GRU to dynamically attend to specific regions of face features while learning emotion context, which will reduce the influence of useless factors for emotion recognition.
(ii) We map the continuous label values onto a small set of discrete emotion classes by using k-means. And then Multi-layer perceptron(MLP) is employed to learn high-level emotion features. Finally, we embed the emotion features into attention model to produce more robust time series predictions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: SectionII discusses the related work in dimensional emotion recognition. SectionIII gives the details of proposed model. SectionIV describes the experimental step, results and the discussion about our new method. The last section, sectionV concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first discuss strategies that are related to dimensional emotion recognition and then focus on attention model applied on visual modality.
A. STUDY ON DIMENSIONAL EMOTION RECOGNITION
The early dimensional recognition methods based on feature extraction regards video as a sequence of images(one frame corresponds to one image), and the emphasis of the study is to improve the accuracy of emotion recognition per frame. Bartlett proposes a real-time detection that whether each frame contains frontal faces and extract facial expression features [15] , [16] from each face. In Schuller's [17] research, a frame of video is considered to be independent of the others, and then the recognition is converted to a standard classification problem. These approaches are also used in the AVEC2012 [18] and AVEC2013 [8] challenge competitions. Although the experimental results are ideal, they do not take advantage of the temporal context information of video sequences. To solve this problem, some methods use spatial-temporal representations by extracting features over a temporal window rather than a single frame. For example, a 5-frame window, centered on the current frame, contains the first two frames and the last two frames. We extracts features from these 5 frames. In the literature [19] , the author discusses a variety of methods for feature processing in order to learn feature context information and proposes that the variability of feature sequences is more obvious than that of emotion sequences. Sariyanidi et al. [19] shows in their study that the method of feature extraction with time windows has a common hypothesis: the speaker has no change in the head posture but only facial expression changes in an emotional time window. However, in the actual environment, this assumption is usually not true. Literature [20] begins to pay attention to the context information between words and the surrounding environment, and puts forward 5 different environmental features of 3 categories: context, dynamic environment and statement based on global environment. However, this method needs to build a large number of emotional vocabulary libraries which increase the difficulty of emotional state analysis. In AVEC2014 challenge competition, Chao et al. [21] presents that the temporal context information of feature sequences can be utilized by extracting features from a temporal window and using Deep Belief Network(DBN) with temporal pooling. It was shown that DBN can better learn a feature representation by mapping the raw features into a higher dimensional space and then reducing the dimension to remove the redundant features, which help achieve a significant boost in regression performance.
The current dimensional emotion recognition methods, in order to explicitly model the temporal context, are basically based on LSTM-RNN [22] which is one of the state-ofthe-art sequence techniques in continuous emotion analysis. Different from DBN, LSTM can directly model the sequential information that is naturally presented in video so that the temporal structure is learned simultaneously with deep features. The first part is data processing. When processing video, it is divided into key frames(for example, one frame is extracted with an interval of 40ms),and features are extracted frame by frame. Therefore, after a segment of video is processed, two data sequences are obtained. One is a feature sequence,and the other is an emotional label sequence. Chen and Jin [23] exploits LSTM to prediction and investigates annotation delay compensation by applying temporal shifts and smoothing filters, which achieves better result. Gunes et al. [24] also employs LSTM to analyze the dimensional emotion recognition problem and obtains competitive results. Ringeval et al. [25] takes Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory Network(BLSTM) to get initial recognition results and then they employ two Gaussian smoothing methods: one with window of fixed length (120 frames), the other with windows of variable length. Qiyu Rao [26] investigates unsupervised learning network on BLSTM for further emotional context learning and a feed forward network layer is adopted to learn high-level features as well, which achieves state-of-the-art results. Another network structure is CNN-RNN which combines the feature learning with emotion context learning. Kollias and Zafeiriou [27] extends and adopts this architecture by combining multiple features generated from the CNN component, consisting of VGG-19 [28] and ResNet-50 [7] explored by RNN subnets such as LSTM and GRU.
The best performer of AVEC2016, Sun and Cao [29] ,they extract multi-scale Dense SIFT features (MSDF), and some types of Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) features to recognize the expression phases of the current frame based on linear Support Vector Regression (SVR). The best performer of AVEC2017 [30] employ appearance features and deep visual features as complementary features. And each type of feature is trained using LSTM for every dimensional emotion prediction separately based on temporal pooling. While these previous works study on temporal feature extraction and employing classic sequential network structure to learn emotion context, their focuses are mainly on processing image features as a whole static without considering changes in the image interior. In general, the part that highlights emotion only relates partial regions of an image, such as mouth, nose, eyes and so on. How to adjust features dynamically with the change of faces, a very important aspect in emotion context learning, is not yet addressed.
B. ATTENTION MODEL
Recently, attention mechanism [31] - [33] has achieved good results in the fields of machine translation, image captioning [34] - [36] and dialog model [37] , [38] . In the domain of dimensional emotion recognition, attention model is mainly applied to multi-modality fusion. Chen and Jin [39] proposes conditional attention fusion model predicting on video and audio respectively at first. And then contributions of two modalities' identification results to final emotion recognition are calculated. These approachs to extracting information from the video sequence is termed soft attention because, since the softmax output is strictly non-zero everywhere, information is in fact extracted at all segments. However, the model can put varying emphasis on different segments, according to the attention map computed by attention model. It makes full use of the influence from hidden layer at previous moment of LSTM and combines the current input to figure out the effect of different segments on emotion recognition.
In this paper, we introduce an emotion context learning framework for continuous dimensional emotion recognition by using emotion-embedded visual attention model. Firstly, we employ deep CNN to extract facial texture and channel features. When learning the context information, instead of inputting the face features into GRU layer directly, we use the features learned by the attention model first as the input of the GRU layers. And then we encode the emotion label into attention model to compute the relationship between features and previous emotion labels. We explore the influence of the different lengths of GRU sequences by sampling. We compare the effects of adding and not adding attention model. And we also compare our model with several studies that make use LSTM and CRNN variants.
III. EMOTION-EMBEDDED ATTENTION MODEL
In this paper, we propose an emotion-embedded attention model. The architecture of our system is shown in Fig. 1 , which has multiple convolution pooling modules for the primary features learning, a visual attention model based on GRU for emotion context learning and a process of emotional embedding into attention model.
A. CNN FOR PRIMARY EMOTION FEATURE LEARNING
In this section, we present the framework for preliminary feature learning. The architecture of feature extraction is shown in Fig. 2 . First, video is intercepted at 1 frames per 40ms interval in order to match the continuous changes. Then, due to the database providing the coordinates of the speakers' faces [6] , [40] , we cut out the face part from the intercepted video. Then we employ classic deep CNN include VGG19, ResNet34, ResNet50 and InceptionV3 to feature learning and choose the output of last convolution layer as primary emotion features which retain the position information [41] .
B. EMOTION-EMBEDDED VISUAL ATTENTION MODEL
We introduce an emotion-embedded visual attention model for continuous emotion recognition, as illustrated in the left of Fig. 3 , the model extends GRU by using attention model whose purpose is to determine which part of input feature is more important for the emotion expression. The primary feature of image which is extracted by CNN is first sent to attention model for emotion context learning. C t is the visual context vector extracted from image V at time t. LSTM employs the following function to model the input sequence as the hidden state [42] h = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ):
where h t ∈ R m×1 indicates hidden state at time step t, function f () is computing function of LSTM. We adopt GRU to model the input sequence in this paper:
where • is point-wise multiplication, Z t represents the update gate andh t stands for the new candidate state which calculated as follow:
and reset gate r t is calculated by:
In (3), (4) and (5), W z , W h , W r ∈ R k×k l transfer embedded emotion of k l dimension into the space of the same dimension k as the hidden state. W z , W h , W r ∈ R k×k l are weight matrices. l(y t−1 ) is emotion embedding at previous moment. The context vector c t is defined as:
where ϕ is the attention function,
∈ R d is the image features, all of which are d dimensional representations corresponding to each part of the image. To focus on specific parts of face features which contain strong emotional characteristics, we compute a weighted sum where the weights are determined based on an additional set of parameters in an attention model. We feed the image feature V ∈ R d×k and the last moment hidden state h t−1 of GRU into a single layer neural network followed by a softmax function to generate distributions of L regions of the image:
where W v , W g ∈ R l×d and W j ∈ R k are weight matrices that transform image visual features and hidden state to a same dimension.
where a ∈ R L is the attention parameter of the image feature. And the context vector c t can be token as:
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The parameters of both the attention model and the GRU are trained together by backpropagation. We use the hidden state of previous moment h t−1 to analyze where to look by generating the context vector c t , then combine c t and h t to predict the current state of emotion. After that, we embed emotion label into the attention model. As illustrated in the right of Fig.3 . The process of emotion embedding can be broken down into the following two steps:
The motivation behind emotional discretization is dimensional emotion whose values are noisy, making it difficult to train regression models to predict the exact numbers. An alternative way is to merge previous emotion label with current image features to reduce the instability of emotion feature learning. We divide these values into several discrete emotions corresponding to different levels of arousal and valence which can simplify the modeling process. As part A of Fig. 4 shows, we first transfer continuous emotion to discrete emotion [43] , [44] because the value of continuous emotion is infinite. It is difficult for the model to convert infinite value to vectors because different values are corresponding to different parameters under best performance, and it is almost impossible to find a group of appropriate parameters to satisfy all continuous emotion values getting best results. Mapping the emotion within a continuous range to specific values will greatly reduce the difficulty of emotion feature learning. The simplest way to achieve this is to select the class index for each frame. One common method is to quantize the continuous values into equal-length segments. For example, on the account of emotion label [45] ranging from −1 to 1, can define the discrete interval size as 0. ] are corresponding to 10 discrete emotions respectively. However, this method does not take advantage of that the emotion label sequence is slow-moving, it may cause erratic label transitions and extreme class imbalance, which will bring about difficulties for recognition. On the contrary, k-means can be adopted to divide continuous values into several classes which can lead to a more balanced class distribution. While fewer clusters are easier to model, but they do not approximate the emotion labels accurately. While more clusters can reconstruct the labels more accurately, it is difficult to model due to data complexity. Thus, We employ k-means clustering on emotion labels with the number of clusters set to 6, 8, and 10. Secondly, we cascade three clustering results into MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron) to learn emotion high level features. After that, the emotional features will be sent to attention model.
D. HIGH-LEVEL EMOTION FEATURE LEARNING
As part B of Fig. 4 shows, we put the discrete value into MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron) and employ sigmoid as the activation function to learn emotion high level features, which is able to reduce the instability of low level features and make dimensions of emotion features consistent with image features.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section gives the details of experiments. All the experiments are conducted on the training set and validate on the validation set. We mainly report the results on the test set. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we first compare the performance of video feature learning by using ResNet34, ResNet50, VGG19 and InceptionV3. Then we compare visual attention model with the classic LSTM model. Furthermore, we compare the improved attention model which is added by emotional information to the visual attention model. The flow of model is shown in Fig. 5 . The initial input of GRU is the mean value of the image channels. For example, the feature we get from VGG19 is 196×512. 196 is the size of features where location information is preserved. 512 is the channel of features. The reason we take average operation on channels is that we want to reduce instability caused by texture feature differences. When training emotion-embedded visual attention model, there is no emotion as input at the first moment. At the next moment, we embed the former emotion label into the attention model to compute the contributions for current emotion prediction. When testing the model, the emotional information added at the current moment is the prediction of the previous moment.
A. DATASET
We conduct experiments on AVEC2016 and AVEC2017 database. AVEC2016 is a subset of the Remote Collaboration and Affective Interaction(RECOLA) database [25] . The database provides spontaneous and naturalistic data, which is recorded by people who participate in video conferences. The data are tagged by 6 Frenchmen on two emotional dimensions of arousal and valence, and the tagging ranges from baseline features set. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is then applied to feature reduction. There are 27 subjects in the dataset which are equally divided into training, development and testing sets. Each partition using their own algorithms contains 9 different speakers for researchers to perform features extraction.
AVEC2017 database is based on a novel database of human-human interactions recorded 'in-the-wild': Automatic Sentiment Analysis in the Wild (SEWA) database [46] . The database contains the video data, audio data and manual transcriptions of the speech of the corresponding subjects for training, development and testing with emotion dimensions values: arousal, valence and liking. The database contains 600 videos. In our experiment, we choose 35 videos to emotion recognition on arousal and valence. It is worth mentioning that some methods utilize manual features provided by the database which is time-consuming. Although the experimental results are good, the operation efficiency is very slow. Database officials also encourage users to extract features in a more reasonable way, so deep learning is the trend.
B. METRIC AND LOSS FUNCTION

1) R square and RMSE for primary feature extraction
We introduce the R squared coefficient as the metric, which is a classic metric in regression tasks, to evaluate the effectiveness of primary feature extraction. The R squared function is as follow:
where Y _ actual is the emotion label for the each frame of the picture, Y _ predict is the value of prediction and Y _ mean is the mean value of the label. The value of R square is greater, the fitting degree of regression is higher and the features obtained from convolution layer are more effective. And we employ Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) as the loss function. Mean Square Error(MSE) is defined as follow:
Root Mean S 2) CCC and RMSE for emotion context learning As the main evaluation measure, the AVEC 2016 and AVEC 2017 challenges choose the Concordance Correlation Coefficient(CCC) as the evaluation metric of emotion recognition:
where µ x and µ y are the means for the two variables and σ 2 x and σ 2 y are the corresponding variances. ρ is the correlation coefficient between the two variables:
where x i represents the predict value, y i stands for the true value. So the simplified formula is:
CCC is a much more reliable measurement for regression problems because of combining the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient(CC) and the Mean Square Error(MSE). And the loss function participated to choose is Root Mean Square Error(RMSE), which is defined as follows:
Thus, we adopt R square as metric and RMSE as loss function in experiments of primary feature extraction. And we employ CCC as metric and RMSE as loss function in experiments of emotion context learning.
C. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND PARAMETER SELECTION 1) ENVIRONMENTAL CONFIGURATION
The experiment is set up on Ubuntu16.04. The computer processor is configured as Intel Xeon E5-2630V4 10 Core/2.2Ghz/25M cache/20 threads, and the memory is Samsung 16G DDR4 2400MHZECC REG(128G in total), and the GPU computing card is Nvidia P100 16GB, and the computing platform is CUDA 8.0. The compiling environment is Python 3.5.2, matlab 2012, and framework is tensorflow 1.4, keras 2.0.
2) PRIMARY FEATURE EXTRACTION
We compare four widely-used deep CNN architectures: VGG-19, ResNet34, RseNet50 and InceptionV3 to extract image features. First of all, four deep CNN are fully trained on the training set and the number of experimental iterations is 1000. After that, we use the cross validation method to find the optimal network parameters in deep CNN. The verification data in the training set accounts for 1/5 of the total training data and validation data. The average of 5 experimental results is used as the experimental result. Then we adopt training, validation, test set videos to extract features from the pre-trained network. The arousal effectiveness of primary image feature learning is shown as Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Specific experimental results are shown as Table 1 
3) PARAMETER SELECTION FOR VISUAL ATTENTION MODEL a: PARAMETER SELECTION FOR GRU NETWORK
The parameters of training the visual attention model are as follows, the number of GRU network layers l∈{1, 2, 3, 4} and attention model is only applied on the first layer. The number of hidden units k∈{32, 64, 96, 128}. The learning rate w∈{0.0005, 0.0007, 0.0001}. The gradient descent optimizer d∈{SGD, RMSprop, Adam}. The best performance parameters on the validation set are selected as the final parameters. The selected parameters are listed in Table 5 .
b: SAMPLING SEQUENCE LENGTH
Assuming that the length of the original sequence is P and the length of the sampling sequence is P'. Our sampling method VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. The RMSE and CCC results for sampling sequence. takes the step length of 100 to get the length of P'=a×P. For example, the original sequence is [1, 2, . . . ,P], so the first sampling sequence is [1, 2, . . . ,P'] and the second sequence is [100, 100+1, 100+P'−1]. By analogy, the sampling will finish until the sequence can not be sampled. According to this method, for an input sequence, we can get n sequence whose length is P', n satisfies the condition that n ×100≤ P-P' and (n+1)×100> P-P'. a is chosen from [0.2, 0.6] by the step length of 0.05 because if a is too small, the emotion context can not be fully learned by sampling sequence and if a is too big, the training time is too long and the experimental efficiency is too low. In the experiment, only the training set is sampled, and the sampled data is used in the following experiments. Fig. 8 shows the sampling results.
What can be seen from the diagram is that when a = 0.35, we get the best result on the arousal emotional dimension. RMSE is 0.1603, CCC is 0.5729. When a = 0.25, we get the best result on the valence emotional dimension. RMSE is 0.1125, CCC is 0.5986. Thus, we take a = 0.35 to sample feature sequences on the arousal dimension and take a = 0.25 on the valence dimension.
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1) VISUALIZATION OF EMOTION-EMBEDDED ATTENTION MODEL
In order to show the performance of our method intuitively, we save the attention contributions computed in the training process and then apply them to original images to get attention thermodynamic diagrams and attention distribution maps.
Visualization of attention is shown in Fig. 9 . From left to right are respectively original images captured by video, attention thermodynamic diagrams and attention distribution maps.
After processing by attention model, noise interference of image such as speakers' hair, headset and the fringe part of the face is weakened which has less influence on emotion prediction. The greater weight is assigned to region such as eyes, nose, mouth and so on which has obvious influence on emotion recognition. The brighter region of the image means it plays a greater role in emotional recognition. The visualization performance proves that the attention model is effective.
2) VISUAL ATTENTION MODEL COMPARED WITH LSTM
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of attention model in emotion context learning, we compare our approach with traditional LSTM model. The performance between LSTM and Visual attention model is shown in Fig. 10 . Specific results are shown in Table 4 , in which RMSE and CCC are 
3) CLUSTERING NUMBER SELECTION FOR K-MEANS
In the experiment, we find that only one clustering algorithm has little effect on the experimental results and too many clustering will lead to very tedious experimental process. Thus we choose appropriate clustering numbers to compare the effect of affective recognition. The number of clusters we choose from even numbers such as 4, 6, 8, 10,12 because dimensional emotion is symmetrically distributed in continuous space and using odd number clustering may lead to confusion of positive and negative emotions. We select 9 videos as training set and 4 videos as test set from AVEC2017 database to select the number of clusters. The experimental results are shown as Table 7 . As the number of clusters increases, multiple discrete emotional combinations can better represent continuous emotions, because the discrete emotional response is the change of emotional stage, while the dimension emotional response is the continuous change of emotions. The combination of multiple discrete emotions can simulate the changing process of continuous emotions. However, with the increase of the number of clusters, the complexity of the model is too high and the occupancy of GPU memory is too large. For example, compared with K-means 6, 8, 10, 12, the single epoch time of K-means 6, 8, 10 is only about 21 seconds, but the former is as high as 44 seconds. For the sake of experimental efficiency, we choose K-means 6, 8, 10 to discretize emotion labels. 
FIGURE 12.
Train and test process of visual attention model on arousal for AVEC2016. In order to compare the learning process of the model more vividly, we test model after training. When epoch reaches 800, the training is sufficient, and the result of the test set exceeds 0.8. When the training continues, the model is over-fitting, and the effect of test set begin to decline.
4) COMPARISON OF METHODS WITH/WITHOUT EMOTION EMBEDDING
In this section, for the sake of analyzing the role of emotional information, we present the performance of emotion discretization by k-means6, k-means8 and k-means10, and then compare methods with/without emotion embedding and other methods. The result of emotion discretization are shown in Fig. 11 . The train process and test process on arousal for AVEC2016 is shown in Fig. 12 .
The performance on arousal for AVEC2016 are shown in Fig. 13 . Specific results are shown in Table 8 , the CCC has risen to 0.612 on arousal and has risen to 0.597 on valence. The results show that emotion at the previous moment can reduce the instability of emotion prediction at current moment.
We can see that RMSE of E-Attention are 0.214 and 0.228 for AVEC2016, but visual attention model are 0.198 and 0.121, mostly because E-attention needs to compute more parameters when added to emotion label. Compared with RMSE, CCC can better reflect the regression fitting degree VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 8. Compared with visual attention model and some other existing methods, like c3d, multi-task learning, c3d+lstm, emotion-embedded attention model(E-Attention) have optimized most of them and got better results especially on CCC. However, performance on valence for AVEC2017 needs to be promoted.
FIGURE 13.
Performance of visual attention model on arousal for AVEC2016.
of prediction to label. From the table, E-attention achieves the best performance of CCC no matter on arousal or valence dimension for AVEC2016. And get the best performance on arousal for AVEC2017. However, the result on valence for AVEC2017 is inferior to other method, for what we need to optimize the network in a more effective way and reducing the calculation of parameters in attention model.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new approach that models dimensional emotion recognition using an emotion-embedded visual attention model from video sequences. We learn image features by using deep CNN and make contextual learning through visual attention model based on GRU. Then we utilize emotion of the previous moment to predicting at current moment. To demonstrate our idea, we have done a lot of comparative experiments. However, due to the space limitation, we can only show part of them. According to experimental results, the proposed model achieves good performance. However, there are still many shortcomings that need to be improved. We intend to utilize audio information to construct multi-media attention model for compensating the effect of modal absence. How to effectively utilize audio information to optimize modal fusion ratio is a problem worth exploring. Then optimizing model structure and reducing parameter calculation is a challenging task. Besides, we need to fully consider the continuity of emotion in the process of emotion embedding such as dividing continuous emotion into more discrete emotion which will promote the generalization of the model.
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